Ion info

High Power Ion Generators

Bring clean room technology to your environment. See how our high power
air cleaning system purifies your room. This system was made to take
dangerous particles, spores and droplets out of the air of mail rooms right
after the 911 plane crash and anthrax scare. See video https://youtu.be/K3csAdyNZE our video shows smoke being forced out of the air with negative ions.

To see our systems Ion video https://youtu.be/eWSY1tnA05c &

Negative Ions reduce stress in some people. We would test the eye sight of
people over 50 that were not wearing glasses or contacts. Many would be
able to read one to three lines further down on our smaller print eye chart.

Ion effect Eye Chart

Negative Ions are known to reduce stress. When you relax, your far vision may improve.
As a test, we would place an eye chart about 50 feet away and ask subjects to read
down as far as they could see. When we turned on the Ion generator, most people over
the age of 50 without any glasses or contacts read about two lines further down the eye
chart.
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Not only will negative Ions take the smoke out of the air, but they can also
remove even smaller particles out of the air. The smaller the particle, the better it
works.

The book Ion Controversy by Charles Wallach PhD describes this effect. Dr.
Wallach worked for the military and helped the navy install ion generators in our
U.S. Naval Submarines. In his book he describes how ionizers work.
The ion controversy: A scientific appraisal [Charles Wallach] on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers

Negative Ions will not only take particles out of the air, but they also produce a very bad
environment for particles and droplets, as explained in the book Ion controversy by PhD.
Charles Wallach. I’ve had the chance to meet Charles. Charles stayed at my house whenever he
would come to the SF Bay Area. He consulted for my Progen Company, which stands for
Professional Ion Generators. Besides consulting for my company, Dr. Wallach worked for the
military and helped the navy install ion generators in our sublimes.
The ion controversy: A scientific appraisal: Charles Wallach ...
www.amazon.com › ion-controversy-scientific-appraisal
.Updating

the ION controversy: Charles Wallach: Amazon.com ...

www.amazon.com › Updating-ION-controversy-Charles-Wallach
Updating the ION controversy [Charles Wallach] on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying
offers.

controversy ion - AbeBooks
www.abebooks.com › book-search › title › controversy-ion
The ion controversy : a scientific appraisal by Wallach, Charles and a great selection of
related books, art and collectibles available now at AbeBooks.com.
The ion controversy by Charles Wallach at AbeBooks.co.uk - ISBN 10: 0959229701 - ISBN 13:
9780959229707 - Belle Lumiere - 1983.

For more information contact us at 650 212 6709 or Guy@MindVR.com

See our Ion video https://youtu.be/eWSY1tnA05c

